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Abstract 

This paper investigates the relationship between fingers and time 

representations in naturalistic Chinese Sign Language (CSL). Based on a CSL 

Corpus (Shanghai Variant, 2016–), we offer a thorough description of finger 

configurations for time expressions from 63 deaf signers, including three 

main types: digital, numeral incorporation, and points-to-fingers. The 

former two were further divided into vertical and horizontal fingers 

according to the orientation of fingertips. The results showed that there were 

interconnections between finger representations, numbers, ordering, and time 

in CSL. Vertical fingers were mainly used to quantify time units, whereas 

horizontal fingers were mostly used for sequencing or ordering events, and 

their forms could be influenced by Chinese number characters and the 

vertical writing direction. Furthermore, the use of points-to-fingers (e.g., 

pointing to the thumb, index, or little finger) formed temporal connectives in 

CSL and could be patterned to put a conversation in order. Additionally, CSL 

adopted similar linguistic forms in sequential time and adverbs of reason (e.g., 

cause and effect: events that happened earlier and events that happen later). 

Such a cause-and-effect relationship was a special type of temporal sequence. 

In conclusion, fingers are essential for time representation in CSL and their 

forms are biologically and culturally shaped. 

 

Keywords: Chinese Sign Language; time; finger; embodiment; number 
 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Across cultures, time can be represented in various ways, such as using the spatial 
representations of water clocks, hourglasses, calendars, etc. (Sinha et al., 2011). Time 
can also be indicated by natural and biological phenomena, such as the crowing of 
cocks, the location of the sun, the duration of burning of an incense stick, etc. 
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In addition to cultural artefacts, humans also use language creatively to express 
time. For example, time can simply be marked by a tense system or lexical words. 
Some additional linguistic devices such as tense markers, aspectual verbs, and 
temporal connectives can also be used to express more complex temporal relations 
(e.g., “The man married three times before he met his ideal lover.”). Furthermore, 
language can communicate a sequence of events by using an order of mention that 
reflects the order in which events occurred. For example, in Caesar’s “Veni, Vidi, 
Vici” ‘I came, I saw, I conquered’, the order of elements in the utterance mirrors the 
temporal sequence of events. 

However, the precise mechanisms involved in temporal expressions of time vary 
across languages and modalities. For example, unlike English, some languages, such 
as Mandarin and Chinese Sign Language (CSL), do not have a tense system. 
Furthermore, in contrast to spoken languages in which the expression of time largely 
depends on speech, temporal expressions in sign languages predominantly rely on 
hand and body movements. Sign language users employ various elements including 
lexical items, specific markers such as “not yet finished”, pointing, hand holding, 
facial expressions, and body movements to visually position time in space (Sinte, 
2013). The differences in temporal expressions between spoken and signed languages 
also reveal a great variety of complex mechanisms. 

In line with embodied cognition theories proposing that conceptual representa- 
tions are largely grounded in sensorimotor experiences (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002), 
some cognitive linguists hold the view that the conceptualization of time can be 
‘embodied’ (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Santiago et al., 2007), and that representations 
are activated and often instantiated in the form of gestures (Hostetter & Alibali, 
2008). In other words, the way one conceptualizes time may be revealed by such 

manual movements. For instance, an increasing number of studies on speakers’ 
temporal gestures have shown that across cultures and languages people conceptu- 
alize time differently (e.g., Casasanto & Jasmin, 2012; Cooperrider and Núñez, 2009; 
Gu, Mol et al., 2017; Gu, Zheng et al., 2019a; Kita et al., 2001; Le Guen & Pool Balam, 
2012; Núñez & Sweetser, 2006; Sullivan & Bui, 2016; Valenzuela & Carrión, 2020). 

As for signs, the mechanisms employed for temporal expressions can be basically 
divided into three types. First, the use of a timeline is an unavoidable starting point in 
any description of temporal marking (Sinte, 2013). For instance, British Sign Lan- 
guage (BSL) users can point backwards to refer to the past and sign towards the front 
to indicate the future (Brennan, 1983; Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999). This front–back 
timeline is very common and has been documented in sign languages in America, 
Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Demark, France, Italy, Nigeria (Hausa), the Nether- 
lands, Quebec, Russia, Spain, etc. (e.g., Burkova et al., 2018; Engberg-Pedersen, 1993; 
Johnston & Schembri, 2007; Maeder & Loncke, 1996; Massone, 1994; Pereiro & 
Soneira, 2004; Pizzuto et al., 1995; Schmaling, 2000; Schermer & Koolhof, 1990; Sinte, 
2013). Second, almost all sign languages have lexicalized signs such as MORNING, 
MONTH, etc. to express time, whereas the form of a sign for a given concept can vary 
greatly across sign languages. And third, signers may use other sources such as non- 
manuals to convey time. For example, verbal inflection is claimed to be used for tense 

marking in American Sign Language (ASL), BSL, and Italian Sign Language 

(Friedman, 1975; Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999; Zucchi, 2009). 

To date, only a few studies have looked at temporal expressions in sign languages 
based on naturalistic data (e.g., Johnston & Schembri, 2007; Nilsson, 2016). For 
example, Pereiro and Soneira (2004) conducted an interesting study on temporal 
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expressions in Spanish Sign Language, but they used written Spanish to elicit signs 
and their results were based on only two deaf informants. We may question whether 
test designs and findings in studies characterized by relatively low ecological validity 
can be generalized to real-life situations. 

Furthermore, studies on the use of manual modalities to convey time have mostly 
focused on the movement/placement of whole hands, rather than zooming in on the 
details of finger functions. Fingers are naturally connected to the palms of the hands, 
which are essential elements in both gestures and sign languages. On the one hand, 
they are often regarded as part of the whole handshape that forms the internal 
parameters in sign language phonology (Brentari, 1998). On the other hand, fingers 
themselves can form independent expressions, either through iconic gestures co-
occurring with speech or signing forms in sign languages (e.g., extending one 
finger to indicate the number ‘1’ or using ‘number gestures’ to indicate quantities). 
Such a form–meaning relation has been taken for granted in sign language research. 
However, the intrinsic connection between finger representations, number, and time 
is often neglected, even though it may provide a better understanding of the link 
between cognitive maps across domains. 

In the current study, we did not focus on timelines or non-manual movements but 
were interested in the relationship between fingers and time expressions in Chinese Sign 
Language (CSL). Specifically, we looked closely at expressions of time through finger 
configurations (e.g., finger shapes in ASL), as well as the arrangements of fingers in 
ordering and listing sequential events. We also briefly discuss the relationship between 
sign language numbers and time in fingers. Different from spoken English, the study of a 
non-Western signed language (i.e., CSL) provides a unique opportunity to further 
understand time mechanisms in a language that differs in typology and modality. 

Crucially, we conducted a corpus-based study in which a large sample of deaf 
signers’ naturalistic interactions were recorded. In contrast to elicitation materials, 
naturalistic data are more authentic and reliable. They can also offer a ‘visible’ context 
to differentiate form and function. Particularly, a linguistic form can have different 
functions in different contexts, and naturalistic data from the corpus can help us nail 
down the functions of one form and its relations. Additionally, a large corpus offers a 
lot of key information that cannot be approached otherwise, such as distribution, 
frequency, and some social linguistic information that may affect language produc- 
tion, such as age, gender, etc. (Johnston, 2010). Based on the results from corpus 
descriptions, we aim to find factors that shape CSL finger-time representations and 
explain how they may reveal a signer’s mind. 

 

 
1.1. Digital, numeral incorporation, and points-to-fingers 

Despite the limited literature on the relationship between fingers and time, existing 
studies show that there are three forms of finger representations of time in sign 
languages: digital, numeral incorporation, and points-to-fingers. 

First, ‘digital’ can mean either fingers or numbers. Quite often, finger represen- 
tations of numbers can be used for temporal purposes, e.g., in CSL the calendar time 
‘1957’ is signed by the number signs 1–9–5–7 in sequence. When a form of fingers for 
time originates from ‘numbers’, Zeshan (2015) calls it ‘digital’; here, we adopt her 
term to refer to those finger representations of time that are identical to finger 
representations of numbers. Digital is prevalent in all types of sign languages, from 
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large urban sign languages (e.g., ASL, Japanese Sign Language; Sagara, 2014) to small- 
scale village sign languages (Zeshan & De Vos, 2012; Zeshan et al., 2013), an emergent 
language (Nicaraguan Sign Language; Kocab et al., 2016), and ad hoc communication 
between signers without shared language (Zeshan, 2015). Unsurprisingly, the use of 
numbers to convey time information between signers who have no shared language 
may lead to confusion as arrangements of fingers can differ (Zeshan, 2015). 

Second, ‘numeral incorporation for time’ means that a number is incorporated 
into a handshape, a classifier, or a pronoun of a sign (see Steinbach, 2012, for a review) 
to express time. For example, as Figure 1 shows, expressions for the number of hours 
combine a digital sign with a sign for a time unit, here ‘hour’. Such finger forms of 
time are common across sign languages, especially for time units such as hours, 
weeks, months, days, and years, though choices of forms can differ across languages. 
After examining data from 21 sign languages, Zeshan and Sagara (2016) observed 
that the most frequent paradigms of numeral incorporation for time are signs for 
time units, calendric terms, and school grades. 

Third, the form of ‘points-to-fingers’ is defined as using the fingers of one hand to 
represent a set of depicted items, while using the other hand to point to the finger 
representing the target item (Kocab et al., 2016). It has various functions such as 
counting (fingers are spread) and enumeration (unbending fingers when the hand is 
initially a fist) (Sagara, 2014), in which fingers are used to make conceptual associations 
with various entities (Liddell, 2003). Extended or bent fingers can be visual represen- 
tations of entities. Importantly, points-to-fingers can be used to express sequential time. 

Another type of signs that are similar to ‘points-to-fingers’ is often referred to as 
the ‘list buoys’ in sign language research, but the fingers are optional for pointing 
at. The handshapes of list buoys are similar to those of number signs from ONE to FIVE. 
List buoys can be static or sequentially built, but only sequentially-built list buoys 

serve the  purpose of keeping track of  referents that are  either introduced  in a 
chronological/logical order or simply in the order in which they come into the 
signer’s mind (Nilsson, 2007). In this respect, sequentially-built list buoys are similar 

to points-to-fingers, which can be used for listing and enumeration. As shown 
in Figure 2, the left hand (non-dominant hand) holds up a number sign for one, 
and later another number sign for two, while the right hand is used for describing 
events. However, the use of points-to-fingers or list buoys is rarely documented in 
sign language or gesture research, except for a brief mention of such a phenomenon 

(Kocab et al., 2016; Wang, 2009; Zheng, 2009). 

Interestingly, Pereiro and Soneira (2004) reported one case of representation of 
time similar to points-to-fingers in Spanish Sign Language. As Figure 3 shows, the 
non-dominant hand is placed horizontally to represent a pocket calendar, and the 
extended four fingers represent the calendar time in sequence, with each finger, 
including and below the index finger, representing one week in a month (in the 

 

One hour Two hours 

Fig. 1. Examples of using numeral incorporation to quantify ‘hours’. 
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Fig. 2. Sequentially built list buoys 
 

picture it refers to the third week of a month). They argue that such a representation is 
both iconic and regular, and can be regarded as a classifier. However, the configur- 
ation of the right hand is not typical pointing (using the middle rather than the index 
finger), and the form itself has the meaning of ‘a specific day’. Given that the authors 
give only a sporadic description using one example, it is unclear as to how systematic 
such a representation can be. 

 
 

1.2. Finger-time representations in CSL 

CSL is one of the most widely used sign languages, being unified with many variants 
or dialects across mainland China (Chen & Gong, 2020; Lin, 2021). As for time 
expressions, digital and numeral incorporation also appear in CSL, such as calendar 
time, weekday, year, month, etc. (Wang, 2009; Zheng, 2009); see Figure 1. 

According to a survey, Wang (2009) roughly identified points-to-fingers temporal 

signs in CSL for the first time, which were glossed in Mandarin as “第一” ‘the first’, 

“首先” ‘at first’,  “其次” ‘secondly’,  and “再次” ‘thirdly’.  However, all the data 
collected by Wang were elicited from written orthography. It is still not clear how 
signers use these forms in their natural daily conversation, and what their function, 

 

Fig. 3. A specific day in the third week (Pereiro & Soneira, 2004; picture reproduced with permission of John 

Benjamins). 
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distribution, and frequency are at the discourse level. Furthermore, Wang did not 
make any distinctions between different mechanisms in finger-time representations 
or explore the relationship between them. 

Against this background, the present corpus-based study aims to provide a better 
understanding of this under-studied topic by investigating finger representations of 
time in Chinese Sign Language. We ask two research questions: 

 
1. How do CSL signers make use of fingers to systematically represent time 

expressions via digital, numeral incorporation, and points-to-fingers in nat- 
uralistic interaction? 

2. What can finger-time representations reveal about CSL users’ conceptualiza- 
tion of time? 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Chinese Sign Language corpus (Southern China Variant, 2016–) 

The Shanghai Chinese Sign Language corpus is the first to document Chinese deaf 
signers’ life stories, as well as their natural use of the Shanghai variant of CSL 
(henceforth CSL as default). Free conversations between deaf people were video- 
taped, with themes mainly ranging from their personal growth, school education, and 
work to health, hospital visits, travelling, etc. To make the conversation as natural as 
possible, we asked experienced deaf interviewers to conduct interviews at a signer’s 
home or in a public place (e.g., park). So far, more than 100 deaf participants have 
participated in the study, which amounts to about a 60-hour video archive. The ages 
of the signers range from 20 to 98 years, but are mainly between 30 and 70. The 
glosses and Mandarin translations of signs are still being coded in ELAN (Lausberg & 
Sloetjes, 2009) by deaf experts. 

 

2.2. Participants in the current study 

The study has obtained ethical approval from the local university. We studied 63 deaf 
signers (31 females and 32 males) in the corpus. Their mean age was 63.4 years old 
(range 25–96). Their average education level was between middle and high school 

(M=1.62, where 2=high school). Eighteen participants were born deaf, 13 partici- 
pants became deaf before the age of 3, and the remaining 32 became deaf from 

3 onwards. Their mean CSL proficiency was 6.49 (SD=1.4, a 10-point scale), as 
assessed by two native CSL experts. The expert assessment was very strict as they used 
themselves as a reference. The mean score of CSL proficiency did not appear to be 
high but signers’ temporal expressions were correct as confirmed by a post hoc check 
with the experts. 

 

2.3. Coding of finger-time expressions 

Time in CSL can be expressed in various ways, such as using timelines, iconicity, or 
numeral incorporations (Lin & Gu, unpublished observations). Since in the current 
paper our focus was on finger representations, we did not include temporal forms 
that made use of the whole hands or ‘handshapes’. For example, we did not focus on 
the CSL sign for ‘past’, which was signed by moving the whole hand along the sagittal 
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Sequentialized 

horizontal 

fingers 

Quantified 

vertical fingers 

line above the shoulder towards the back, but were more interested in finger forms in 
signs like ‘the day before yesterday’, which was signed with the index and middle 
fingers to indicate two days (moving backwards). 

Based on corpus glosses for signs and their Mandarin translations, we added 
further annotations of finger-time representations by going through each annotated 
video. Then, we coded finger arrangements and incorporation, points-to-fingers, and 
finger patterns as discourse markers (for more details see below). Two deaf experts 
participated in the coding and double-checked the annotations to make them 
consistent, thus guaranteeing the quality of annotation. In total, there were 2,296 
occurrences of finger-time expressions. 

 

 
2.4. Annotation of finger arrangements and incorporation 

In both digital and numeral incorporation, we identified that there were both 
horizontal and vertical finger arrangements, which can roughly correspond to 
ordinal and cardinal number expressions. In particular, horizontal and vertical finger 
arrangements for numeral incorporations were further defined as ‘sequentialized 
horizontal fingers’ and ‘quantified vertical fingers’, respectively. For example, as 
shown in Figure 4, weekdays in CSL are represented by horizontal fingers, incorp- 
orating placement of the armpit and quantification of a time unit. In contrast, the 
number of weeks is expressed with vertical fingers around the mouth area. 

We used the abbreviation F to stand for finger(s) and 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 to code the 
thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, and little finger, respectively. For 
example, F12 means that the thumb and index finger were extended. Furthermore, 
for digital and numeral incorporation (but not for points-to-fingers), we differenti- 
ated two types of placements of fingers to distinguish their directional difference: 
normal finger-number representation with fingers extended vertically, which was 
coded as ‘VF’, and horizontal fingers that denoted ordinal numbers in CSL, which 
was coded as ‘HF’. For example, HF12 means that the thumb and index finger were 
placed horizontally. As for points-to-fingers, we used a circle over the relevant 
number to denote the finger being pointed at. For example, F①2 means that the 

 

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday  Thursday Friday 
 

one week two weeks three weeks   four weeks five weeks 
 

Fig. 4. Comparison of numeral incorporations of sequentialized horizontal and quantified vertical fingers. 
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thumb and index finger were extended, and the thumb was pointed at, whereas F①②③ 
means that the thumb, index, and middle fingers were naturally extended together, 
and were pointed at in turn from the thumb to the middle finger. 

We used English words in small capitals to gloss signs in this paper. IX is the 
abbreviation for ‘index’. IX-1, IX-2, and IX-3 indicate pointing to the signer, addressee 
and the other, respectively. We use ^ to conjoin parts of a compound, such as 
HEAR^NOT, and use ‘ ’ to refer to a concept rather than a sign, such as ‘second’ in 
contrast to small capital SECOND. are used to refer to repetitions of a sign for 3 
times or above. For illustration purposes, we used still images, video excerpts to 
represent annotated sentences where each still image corresponded to one sign. 
However, for a compound sign we used two still images. Given the space limit, we 
usually only give one example for each paradigm. 

 

3. Results 

We identified three major mechanisms of finger-time representations: (1) digital 
series, (2) numeral incorporation finger series, and (3) points-to-fingers series. The 
forms of finger arrangements can be further divided into two subtypes according to 
finger orientation (vertical or horizontal). Table 1 presents an overview of finger-time 
expressions and their frequency. Additionally, at the discourse level, we found that 
patterned finger signs could be used as discourse markers for sequential events (see 
Table 3). The results are further described in more detail below. 

 

 

Table 1. An overview of finger-time representations and their frequency 
 

Types Temporal patterns / Signs Frequency 

Vertical fingers (VF) calendar time 96 
digital (cardinal number) 310 

Quantified VF (numeral incorporation) DAY 141 
 WEEK 55 
 HOUR/TIME/WHEN 235 
 MINUTE 16 
 SECOND 5 
 YEAR1, YEAR2, YEAR3 277 
 AGE 200 

 SEVERAL DAYS 41 

Horizontal fingers (HF) digital (ordinal number) 22 

Sequentialized HF (numeral incorporation) FIRST 139 
 SECOND 95 
 THIRD 52 
 FOURTH 11 
 FIFTH 7 
 GRADE 60 
 YEAR4 21 
 WEEKDAYS 12 
 THE ELDEST (CHILD) 16 

 THE SECOND ELDEST (CHILD) 11 

Points-to-fingers F①, F1②, F①②, F①⑤, F⑤ * 267 

Others OFTEN, SOMETIMES etc. 207 

Note: *See details in Table 2. 
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3.1. Vertical fingers and quantified vertical fingers 

Our data showed that CSL deaf signers often used a simple digit (one hand) for a time 
expression. Their fingers were placed in space without any other parameters, neither 
a placement nor a movement. For example, when one signer asked how old another 
signer was, the answer was simply a number sign for ‘23’ (combining the vertical 
digits 2 and 3). Additionally, vertical fingers were also used to express calendar years. 

However, on other occasions, vertical fingers were incorporated according to the 
context (numeral incorporation). Specifically, they were quantified by a combination 
of a digital configuration and a placement movement, with the digit representing the 
quantification and the placement representing the time concept. As listed in Table 1, 
the use of numeral incorporation to express time units such as ‘second’, ‘minute’, 
‘hour’, ‘day’, ‘month’, etc. was common in CSL conversation. 

 
 

3.2. Horizontal fingers and sequentialized horizontal fingers 

In contrast to vertical fingers that were often used to express time (406 cases), 
horizontal fingers alone were rarely used for such a purpose (22 cases). Instead, they 
were more likely to occur in an incorporated   form (numeral incorporation; 
424 occurrences). Basically, such incorporated horizontal fingers were used for 
ordering or ranking expressions, like first, second and third. It was noticed that when 
ranking expressions, the frequency decreased for larger ordinal numbers. This is 
plausible as they (e.g., FIFTH) are used less often in ordering or ranking compared to 
the widely used FIRST. Additionally, horizontal fingers can convey the order of time 
such as weekdays (MONDAY to FRIDAY; Figure 2). 

Interestingly, horizontal fingers, in particular, can be used to express the ordering 
of children or a kinship system. For example, extending the index finger horizontally 
(HF2) means the first child of a family, whereas extending the index and middle 
finger (HF23) means the second child in the family (Figure 5). Such a ranking can 
naturally be used to map the ordering of age. 

 
 

3.3. Points-to-fingers for time 

Distinct from numeral incorporation, the use of points-to-fingers to express time 
involves an interaction of fingers between both hands. The non-dominant hand (usually 
the left) is used as an ‘object’ and selected fingers extend naturally, which will be pointed 
at by a finger of the dominant hand (often the right, but not limited to the index finger). 
The action of pointing generally involves touching, hitting, and even pinching. 

After analyzing all points-to-finger signs, we found that their meaning 
depended on three important aspects: (1) the number of fingers extended by the 

 

First Girl Boy Second 

Fig. 5. Literal translation: ‘(my) first child is a girl; the second is a boy.’ 
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Table 2. Main CSL temporal connectives using fingers 

 

Selected fingers 

positioning 

and  
Points-to-fingers 

 
in 

 
CSL 

Main English translation (from 

Chinese gloss) 

 
Frequency 

F① *M1: initially, firstly 67 

 M2: because 30 

 
 

F1② 

 
 

M1: then, secondly 

 
 

24 

 M2: therefore 16 

 

 
F⑤ 

 

 
M1: finally, lastly 

 

 
40 

 M2: therefore 21 

 
 
 

F①② 

 
 
 

M1: reason, 

 
 
 

16 

 M2: therefore 13 

 
 
 

F①⑤ 

 
 
 

M1: always 

 
 
 

15 

 M2: therefore 25 

Note: *M = meaning. 

 

non-dominant hand; (2) the specific finger(s) that was (were) pointed at; and 

(3) the order of pointing actions by the dominant hand. Particularly for the third 
one, if more than one finger was pointed at, the first one represented an event that 
preceded other events that were represented by subsequent pointed fingers. For 
example, when only an extended thumb was pointed at, it would denote ‘the first’ 
(F①; Table 2). However, if both thumb and index fingers were extended, but only 

the index finger was pointed at, it had the meaning of ‘secondly/then’ or ‘therefore’ 
in CSL (F1②; Table 2). In fact, in points-to-fingers, the fingers were ordered as a 

whole, and the action of pointing was equivalent to picking up an ordered value to 
map to a relevant sequential event. 
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F READ^BOOK FINISH LATER 

Interestingly, we found that some points-to-fingers have been lexicalized and 
become temporal connectives in CSL, and different points-to-fingers were often used 
together to string together a discourse in signers’ conversation. Table 2 summarizes 
the main points-to-fingers signs in our data (F①, F1②, F①②, F①⑤, F⑤), which 

function like temporal connectives. They were similar in form as all fingers were 
placed horizontally. As shown in Table 2, the thumb, index, and little (pinky) fingers 
are involved in forming temporal connectives; the regularities for their labor of 
division are further discussed below, respectively. 

 
 

3.3.1. Points-to-thumb 

The most frequent finger (digit) to be pointed at was the thumb (N = 97), which was 

glossed as AT FIRST “首先”, FIRST(LY) “先”, FIRST TIME “第一次”, or BECAUSE “因为”. As 

shown from the meaning of its gloss, such a sign usually had two functions. First, the 
majority of points-to-thumb signs were used as temporal connectives to express the 
beginning of an event (69%, 67 times, examples 1a–1d). Its position was often at 
sentence-initial or between the subject and the predicate, and it always occurred 
before the verb. 

 

(1) (a) F① READ^BOOK FINISH LATER LIBERATION MOVE IX-3 STORK 

Translation (TS): At first, I went to school, then, when the liberation 
came, I moved here, that is where the “stork” (the signing name of a deaf 
school in Shanghai) is. 

 

LIBERATION MOVE IX-3 STORK 

Fig. 6. Stills from signs in example (1a). 

 

(b) DAD F① OLD, F① DIE 

TS: My dad passed away first, died first. 

(c) F① kind F① 
TS: First and foremost, one should be kind-hearted. 

(d) IX-1 F① CATCH TYMPANITES IX-1 KNOW-NOT 

TS: I caught tympanites for the first time; I was ignorant of them. 

 
Second, we found that the points-to-thumb sign could denote a sequence of cause and 
effect in an event relation (30 instances in our sample), which functioned like adverbs 
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PEOPLE GATHER MANY F1 

of reason with the meaning of ‘because’. It gives an explanation of an event that has 
happened, and the clause can precede or follow the main clause. As shown in example 
(1e), a signer explained that because her mother, as well as her older brother, had got 
diabetes, she felt that she needed to take some precautions. 

 
(1) (e) BUT IX-1 FEEL SELF NEED PRECAUTION, F① IX-1 ELDER-BROTHER SAME HAVE 

TS: I need to take precautions because my older brother also has it (the 
same illness as my mother). 

 
 

3.3.2. Points-to-index 

Note that points-to-index involves the extension of both the thumb and index fingers, 
with only the latter being pointed at while the thumb is backgrounded, as captured by 
the annotation F1②. It mainly had two functions: the main function was to refer to an 

event that would follow (‘then’ or ‘secondly’), which presupposed the appearance of 
F① ‘firstly’ as shown in example (2a). It could also appear alone to denote ‘lastly’ 
(example 2b). The other function, as shown in example (2c), was to be used as a causal 
connective to express an ‘effect’, which appeared less frequently than the case of the 
main function. 

 

(2) (a) F① RUN  LOOK-FOR…F1②, RUN  XIE-TU  ROAD 

TS: First, I ran and looked for (a hospital), then I ran to Xietu Road. 

(b) F1②, GIFT GIVE ACCEPT NOT 

TS: Lastly, do not give me any gift, I won’t accept it. 

(c) PEOPLE GATHER MANY F1② IX-1 ONE^YEAR DISTINGUISHED 

TS: There were many (deaf) people (and they needed one 
representative), therefore, I was elected to be awarded a prize one year. 

 
 

IX-1 ONE^YEAR DISTINGUISHED 

Fig. 7. Stills from signs in example (2c). 
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HOSPITAL WANT SAVE IX1 

3.3.3. Points-to-pinky/little 

Points-to-pinky/little can be used as both a temporal adverb like ‘finally’ (40 times, 
see example 3a) or an adverbial expression for cause and effect, like ‘as a result’ (21/61 
times; example 3b). 

 
(3) (a) HOSPITAL       WANT       SAVE        IX1     RECOVER        HEARING       F⑤      FAIL 

TS: The hospital wanted to save me and help me recover my hearing, but 
finally, they failed. 

 

 

RECOVER HEARING F                          FAIL 

Fig. 8. Stills from signs in example (3a). 

 

 
(b) F⑤ CAN EASILY PROLONG REGULAR^NO 

TS: As a result, menstrual periods are prolonged, not regular. 

 
 

F                      CAN EASY PROLONG IRREGULAR 

Fig. 9. Stills from signs in example (3b). 

 

 
3.3.4. Points-to-fingers (PTF) compound (involving two pointing actions) 

As observed from the data, when extending two fingers and pointing at both of them, 
signers always produced fixed forms as instantiated by two signs: F①② (pointing to 

the thumb and index finger) and F①⑤ (pointing to the thumb and little finger). In 

both cases the thumb was involved to express the effect of an event, being a resultative 
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adverbial1 (examples 4a, 4b, and 4c). Slightly different, they can also function as a 
noun, as shown in example (4d). 

 

(4) (a) DISAGREEMENT LITTLE ISSUE FACE BIG F①② UNITE HABITUAL 

TS: They decided that a disagreement between themselves was of little 
importance, to save each other’s face is more important, as a result, they 
united and became a habit. 

(b) SEE OUTCOME, NO-GOOD F①⑤ SELF-SAFEGUARD 

TS: I saw the doctor, the outcome was not good, therefore, I decided to 
take precautions myself. 

(c) IX-1 HEAR^NOT F①⑤ HEAR^IX-3 

TS: I did not agree (with someone else), and from start to end, I 
supported him. 

 

IX-1 HEAR^NOT F HEAR^IX-3 

Fig. 10. Stills from signs in example (4c). 

 

(d) WHY IS FUYA’S (NAME) POINTING AT THE CHIN? F①② IX-3 HAS A MOLE 

TS: Why is the signing name of the deaf school (FUYA) “pointing at the 
chin”? The reason is that he (the founder) has a mole on his chin.2 

 

FUYA(NAME)   WHY FUYA(NAME) F                    IX-3 HAVE MOLE.SG 

Fig. 11. Stills from signs in example (4d). 

 
 
 

1In contrast to Mandarin, where yin-wei (因为 ‘because’) often couples with suo-yi (所以 ‘therefore’) ina  

sentence, in CSL, as in English, only one connective is used. We only found one exception signed by a young 

girl who had a high education level and was deeply influenced by written Mandarin (e.g., F① IX-1 HOME 

PROPERTY HAVE ISSUE, F1② SNATCH IX-1-PLURAL INTEREST. Translation: ‘Because our property 

had issues with them, (therefore) they snatched it away from our interest.’ The connective ‘therefore’ is 

redundant if being translated into English). 
2One may argue that it can also be interpreted as a question–answer pair: WHY? – BECAUSE. However, 

there is quite a long pause and a body shift between the two sentences. These non-manuals indicate that they 

are two independent sentences. 
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As we can see, it is very clear that points-to-fingers can have two main functions. 
First, it is used as a temporal connective to mark sequential time, where the thumb is a 
marker for the beginning of an event, and other fingers or finger compositions 
express the following temporal sequence. Second, points-to-fingers can be used to 
express a cause-and-effect relationship, in which the thumb is the marker for 
expressing a cause, and other fingers or finger compositions are markers for denoting 
consequential information. However, actually, some types of finger expressions in 
CSL are often used in groups to string together a conversation. Such expressions can 
be regarded as discourse markers as they combine sentences or utterances. 

 
 

3.3.5. Points-to-fingers (PTF) at the discourse level 

Apart from the lexicalized forms of points-to-fingers described above, PTF can form 
ad hoc patterns to express sequential order in a broader context across sentences at 
the discourse level. The rules for such points-to-fingers are patterned as follows. 

Discourse-level points-to-fingers seem to form a unified pattern, though some- 
times loosely. While the use of points-to-fingers as connectives within a sentence is 
fully lexicalized in CSL, some forms of discourse PTF (e.g., pointing to the middle or 
ring finger) cannot be used independently. The meaning of an individual PTF is 
relative to its position in the whole finger arrangement. A key factor is which finger is 
pointed at initially, as pointing to subsequent fingers will usually not jump to a non- 
neighboring finger (e.g., neither from the thumb to the ring finger, nor from the 
middle finger to the thumb, etc.). We identified three patterns of discourse-level 
points-to-fingers: (a) starting from the thumb; (b) starting from the index finger; and 
(c) starting from the little finger (Table 3). 

The use of points-to-fingers discourse has two main functions: simple enumer- 
ation and time-sequencing. The former is involved in the action of counting and 
listing. The latter makes a list of sequential events based on the order of time. The first 
finger to be pointed at is often mapped to the initial temporal sequence. As shown in 
Table 3, for either function, there is a preferred form to be used. 

When discourse level points-to-fingers began with the thumb (F①, F1②, F12③, 

etc.), these signs were mostly used in time-sequencing (87%, or 20 out of 23 instances) 
rather than enumeration (13%). By contrast, when points-to-fingers had a pattern of 
beginning with the index finger, they were more often used for enumeration (83% 
vs. 17%). If the points-to-fingers had a pattern of starting with the little finger, the 
pointing would go from the little finger to the ring, middle, and index finger and 
finally the thumb. Such a pattern was rare and only existed for expressing enumer- 
ation (2 cases). 

 

Table 3. Patterned finger signs for enumeration and time-sequencing in discourse 
 

Type Pattern Enumeration Time-sequencing Total 

Points-to-fingers Starting from the thumb 3 20 23 

discourse Starting from the index finger 59 12 71 
 Starting from the little finger 2 0 2 

Mixed types Digitsþpoints-to-fingers 2 6 8 

Total  66 38 104 
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HF12345 Fĸ ELDER-BROTHER F2 ELDER-SISTER 

Furthermore, the pattern of points-to-fingers beginning with the index finger was 
the most frequently used form at the discourse level. It mainly strung together 
discourse in a stable pattern: F②, F2③, F23④, F234⑤, etc. (example 5a). We noticed 

that when the finger that was pointed at was placed horizontally, the use of points-to- 
fingers was likely to mark a temporal sequence rather than listing. Interestingly, the 
use of points-to-fingers could only ‘list’ or ‘sequence’ up to five items/events at a time. 
Beyond five, CSL would have to resort to a number sign. For example, when a signer 
talked about the six courses offered in a deaf school, the signer first pointed to the 
index finger to refer to the course ‘Mandarin’, then to the middle, ring and little 
fingers for ‘math’, ‘politics’, and ‘geography’, respectively, and then to the thumb 
(F①2345) for the fifth course ‘history’. The sixth course, ‘physics’, however, was not 

expressed with a points-to-fingers sign but with a number sign for six (example 5b). 

 

(5) (a) HF12345 F② ELDER-BROTHER  F2③ ELDER-SISTER  F23④ELDER-SISTER  F234⑤ 
ELDER-SISTER 

TS: I am the fifth child in my family. The eldest is my brother. The 
second, third, and fourth are all older sisters. 

 
 

F23         ELDER-SISTER F234             ELDER-SISTER 

Fig. 12. Stills from signs in example (5a). 

 

 

(b) SCHOOL 3 TEACH F② MANDARIN, F2③MATHS, F23④ POLITICS, F234⑤ 
GEOGRAPHY, F①2345 HISTORY, SIX PHYSICS 

TS: Deaf school No. 3 offers courses including 1) Mandarin, 2) math, 3) 
politics, 4) geography, 5) history and 6) physics. 

 

3.3.6. Mixed type 

Points-to-fingers can be mixed with digitals to place time in order, and one pattern of 
signs can be embedded in another. For example, in example 6, the first pattern is 
formed by mixing the points-to-fingers with horizontal fingers (digitals). A points- 
to-fingers sign F① was combined with horizontal fingers HF2 and HF23 to form two 

compounds (F①^HF2 and F①^HF23), thus marking the temporal sequences of two 

operations. The second pattern, using F① and F2③ to indicate ‘drinking too much’ and 
‘sleeping too late’, functioned as pure listing buoys. Surprisingly, an atypical form of 
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F ^HF2 HOSPITAL   OPERATION  SMOKE MUCH    Fķ^HF23    OPERATION 

F34⑤ (pinching rather than pointing at the little finger) was used to refer to the third 
operation that was connected to the two mixed compounds above. 

 
(6) F①^HF2 HOSPITAL  OPERATION  SMOKE  MUCH, F①^HF23 OPERATION  F① IX-3 DRINK 

MUCH F2③ LATE-SLEEPþþþ. F34⑤ TIRED 

TS: (He had) a first operation in hospital because of smoking too much; he 
had a second operation because 1) he drank too much, 2) he often slept too 
late; and he had a third operation because he was too tired. 

 

 

F          IX-3 DRINK MUCH F2         LATE-SLEEP F34    TIRED 

Fig. 13. Stills from signs in example (6). 

 
 

 
4. Discussion 

We have described three types of finger representations of time: digitals, numeral 
incorporation, and points-to-fingers. Digitals and numeral incorporation are two 
important mechanisms to express time concepts, where vertical and horizontal finger 
arrangements are respectively used to express time units and ordered time. Pointing 
to a finger is the primary building block of temporal connectives. Specifically, there is 
a system of lexicalized finger configurations of time expressions in CSL, in which 
three fingers (thumb, index, and pinky) can be pointed at as temporal connectives: 
pointing to the thumb is a grammaticalized form to express the initial stage of events 
or an order, pointing to the index finger means ‘following’ or ‘secondly’, and pointing 
to the little finger refers to the meaning of ‘lastly’ or ‘finally’. Additionally, CSL adopts 
similar linguistic forms in sequential time and adverbs of reason (cause and effect 
between events). Finally, at the discourse level, we discover some fixed patterns of 
finger arrangements to string sentences together in an ordered way, serving two 
different but inter-connected functions (i.e., enumerating and sequencing). Enumer- 
ating is irrelevant to temporal expressions, whereas sequencing involves temporal 
ordering. It is likely that sequencing derived from the shared mechanism of enu- 
meration, in which sequencing is part of listing but not vice versa. 
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4.1. Points-to-fingers, time, and causal reasoning 

Pointing to fingers is the realization of metaphorical finger mappings in language. 
Why do CSL signers point to their fingers? Because it is a vital way of extracting value 
from their fingers, such as values for number and time. Such a mental process is 
further reinforced in practice, over time, when signers repeatedly use their fingers to 
refer to time units or temporal sequences or order events in daily life. 

Interestingly, CSL adopts similar linguistic forms to express sequential time and 
cause and effect between events (e.g., Table 2), while many spoken languages use 
different words. For example, unlike CSL, English uses ‘because’ and ‘so’ etc. to 
express a cause-and-effect relationship between events, but ‘firstly’, ‘then’, ‘finally’, 
and ‘in the end’ to mark a sequential relationship. Given that CSL is a very young 
language, in which functional words are limited and still under development, it is not 
impossible that shared forms are the result of the grammaticalization of points-to- 
fingers forms. Alternatively, they may be driven by the modality restrictions of sign 
languages: expressions of different meanings rely heavily on finger configurations, 
but the simple finger forms are so limited that they may be shared. However, this 
doesn’t seem to be the case for other sign languages given that these words are not 
signed with shared forms in BSL. 

Thus, the phenomenon of using shared forms between time and adverbs of reason 
raises a fundamental question as to the relationship between time and causal 
reasoning. Thompson and Longacre (2007) discuss how there is a close relationship 
between temporal and reason clauses, where cause and effect is inferred. From a 
developmental perspective, Tillman et al. (2020) show that both time and causal 
connectives appear very early in children’s language acquisition, and they help 
children to understand the world. We propose that the CSL cause- and-effect 
relationship is based on the conceptualization of time, which is fundamental to 
our cognitive ability to differentiate cause (which happened earlier) from effect 
(which will happen later). Thus, cause and effect can be regarded as a special type 
of temporal sequence. Our data suggest that both temporal and causal words can 
share the same linguistic forms through lexicalized points-to-fingers signs in CSL. It 
also enriches the theory of conceptual metaphors as fingers can be a shared source 
domain of various fundamental abstract concepts such as number, time (Pitt & 
Casasanto, 2020; Woodin & Winter, 2018), and a cause-and-effect relationship. 

 

 
4.2. Relationship between fingers, number, and time in sign language 

The advantage of human hands is that they provide a natural linkage between fingers, 
numbers, and time as they are naturally available and cognitively utilizable. Fingers 
are important parts of our hands and can be used as convenient tools for metaphor- 
ical conceptualization (e.g., Bender & Beller, 2012). In CSL the use of digital and 
numeral incorporation in finger-time mappings shows a close correspondence 
between expressions for numbers and time through finger configurations. For 
example, vertical fingers can be used to express cardinal numbers, and quantify 
events and time, whereas horizontal fingers can be used to represent ordinal num- 
bers, the order of events, and sequential time. When fingers are used for the 
expression of time units, signers can make use of number signs to indicate quantities. 
This is also found in gestures, as in many cultures number fingers are iconic, so that 
the number of fingers held up (or down) corresponds to the quantity meant (Pika 
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et al., 2009). It is worth mentioning that number gestures in Chinese culture are 
highly conventionalized, but hearing Chinese (unlike CSL signers) use vertical fingers 
to express both cardinal and ordinal numbers (one to five) and they are unlikely to use 
horizontal fingers for number expressions. 

Furthermore, in a more advanced way, CSL signers can map the ordering of time 
to the arrangement of fingers and sequence events by using different fingers. Such 
finger arrangements are not random but have an internal sequential order, which is 
the foundation for derived lexical signs, such as points-to-thumb means ‘at first’. In 
particular, ordinal time in CSL is represented by different horizontal digitals (differ- 
ent fingers placed top down with fingertips oriented horizontally). Such finger 
arrangements give rise to two visual interpretations: each finger represents both a 
numerical value and a positional value on a vertical axis, whereby the number of 
fingers increases from above to below. The uppermost finger (the thumb or index 
finger when the thumb is bent) maps to an earlier time, and a finger positioned lower 
(the lowest is the pinky) maps to a later time. Interestingly, we find that CSL signers 
never start points-to-fingers from the pinky finger, but always from the thumb or 
index finger. For ordinal time, they almost always start from the thumb. Thus, 
different from time units that derive from the numerical values of fingers, sequential 
time is derived from the ordinal values of fingers, which reflects both the internal 
arrangement of the fingers and vertical spatial–temporal mappings. 

Interestingly, internal vertical space–time mappings in finger arrangements are 
also shown in rankings of age in CSL, which cannot escape time. For example, when 
a signer described the birth of children in a family, he said that the eldest was born 
first / the earliest, whereas the younger ones were born secondly and even later 
(example 5a). Furthermore, CSL linguistically makes use of the thumb, index, 
middle, and little fingers (combined with placement near to the face) to represent 
family epithets. As shown in Figure 14, ‘Dad’ is signed by putting the thumb over 
the mouth, while ‘Mum’ is signed with the ‘index finger’ in the same place. The 
signing of the middle finger over the chin means the older ones of the same 
generation (regardless of gender), while the little finger is used to denote a ‘younger 
sibling’. Of course, apart from possible temporal mappings, such choices of fingers 
for different epithets may also be influenced by kinship hierarchy and the status of 
people in culture. 

All these internal vertical space–time mappings in finger arrangements are 
consistent with the salient general vertical timeline in CSL, whereby the future is 
signed downwards (Gu, Zheng et al., 2019b; Wu & Li, 2012). Lin and Gu (unpub- 
lished observations) reported that the signs for FUTURE or AFTER have been lexicalized, 
and CSL signers predominately map future-related concepts or later sequences 

 

 

DAD MUM Elder sibling Younger sibling 

Fig. 14. Finger signs for core family members. 
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towards a below position. If points-to-fingers are local spatial temporal metaphors, 
they must comply with the general vertical timeline so that the concept of early and 
late time is mapped to the ordering of fingers accordingly, with the thumb uppermost 
for the earliest, then the index and middle fingers, and finally the pinky finger for the 
latest. 

 

 
4.3. What shapes CSL finger representations of time? 

Based on the results of this corpus study, we believe that the use of various patterns of 
finger representations for time in CSL is an interactive outcome of body and culture. 
Apart from the natural linkage between fingers, numbers, and time, this way of 
expressing time in finger arrangements is also culturally motivated. Chinese people 
have a long history of being a hierarchical society, and Chinese civilization respects 
orders, tradition, and elders (e.g., Gu, Zheng et al., 2019a). These cultural values are so 
deeply rooted that they may map to conceptualizations of space, events, and body. 
Interestingly, fingers in Chinese culture are considered to have different statuses and 
roles. The thumb is the most important one, as it is detached (‘outstanding’) from the 
other four fingers, being the biggest, best, and ‘first’ one, as if it is the ‘head’ of a fist. 
The little finger, however, is the smallest and often considered the most trivial, and 
sometimes the ‘last and least’ one. Such conceptions can also be found in spoken 
Mandarin (examples 7a, 7b), and are also evident in Chinese gestures (e.g., thumb up 

/ little finger up). 

 
(7) (a) qiàoqǐ dà mǔ zhǐ, qiáochǔ 

Stick up big thumb, first class 
‘Thumb up’ literally means ‘elite’ 
翘起大拇指, 翘楚 

(b)    wǒ   dòng   yīgè  xiǎo zhǐtóu jiù kěyǐ bǎ nǐ dǎ dǎo 
I move a little finger at once can BA-PREPOSITION you beat down. 
‘I can already beat you simply by moving my little finger.’ 

我动一个小指头就可以把你打倒。(Liu & He, 2000, p. 118) 
 

Despite the fact that hearing people can also use points-to-fingers to sequence time in 
their gestures (an example is shown in the supplementary materials available at 
<http://di.org/10.1017/langcog.2021.22>), the forms of PTF in a sign language are 
more constrained. Crucially, conventionalized mappings of order to certain fingers 
are not always obvious and systematic in spoken languages or gestures, as spoken 
languages mainly rely on audio media and gestures are optional in the speaking 
community. By contrast, in CSL, such temporal or ordinal representations are both 
bodily grounded to fingers. Mappings are closely linked and have penetrated the CSL 
linguistic system, thus the use of ‘points-to-fingers’ has become the source of a series 
of temporal connectives, and have further evolved to become cause-and-effect 
connectives. Especially, the use of horizontal digitals / numeral incorporation and 
points-to-fingers to express sequence time implies an internal vertical space–time 
mapping, with an earlier event mapped to a finger placed above (e.g., the thumb or 
index finger) and a later event mapping to a finger placed below (e.g., the little finger). 
In short, the use of fingers to express temporal order and event sequences in CSL is 
both systematic and powerful. Such a mechanism may be culture-specific, as CSL 

http://di.org/10.1017/langcog.2021.22
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English Chinese Arabic Vertical digitals Horizontal digitals 

One 一 1 

Two 二 2 

Three 三 3 

Four 四 4 

Five 五 5 

signers share the vertical timeline as well as relevant metaphors with hearing Chinese, 
while English people have no such metaphors in either hearing or BSL or ASL. 

Our study shows for the first time that signers can make use of horizontal fingers 
(both digitals and numeral incorporation) to express sequential time systematically. 
To the best of our knowledge, this has not been documented in other sign languages. 
Such usage in CSL may be affected by Chinese writing culture. On the one hand, the 
Chinese writing direction in the past went from top to bottom, and the characters 
above always preceded words below. This spatial representation may be mapped to 
horizontal digitals for expressions of sequential time. On the other hand, the 

Mandarin number characters 一 ‘one’, 二 ‘two’ and 三 ‘three’ have great iconicity. 

In Mandarin, the initial character 第/dì is often (but not necessarily) added before a 

number character to denote an ordinal number such as 第一 ‘dì-yī, firstly, No. 1’, 第 
二 ‘dì-èr, secondly, No. 2’, and 第三 ‘dì-saˉn, thirdly, No. 3’. The form of ‘dì’ can be 
regarded as a prefix, which originates from the meaning of ‘to rank, ranking’ (Wang, 
2015). Such Chinese number characters were predominantly used, even in Chinese 
math books, until the first half of the twentieth century when Arabic numbers became 
popular (Yan, 1957). The horizontal digitals in CSL may derive from Chinese number 
characters, as there is a close resemblance between finger forms and Chinese number 
characters at least for the first three numbers (Table 4). Nevertheless, our study is 

 

Table 4. Number in writing and CSL 
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based on a linguistic description of CSL, how exactly CSL signers mentally map 
number and time into a vertical line (e.g., larger numbers go downwards) awaits 
further psycholinguistic experiments. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we have provided some first insights into the systematic use of finger 
configurations, including digital, numeral incorporation, and points-to-fingers, to 
express time in CSL naturalistic data. Our study shows that CSL relies heavily on 
finger representations that are powerful tools for metaphorical conceptualization. 
There are inter-connections between finger representations, numbers, ordering, 
time, and cause-and-effect reasoning. In short, fingers are a blessing for human 
beings in helping us to figure out, or finger out, some fundamental concepts. They are 
deeply embodied, biologically and culturally shaped, and have become an indispens- 
able part of the sign language system. 
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